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RECENT ACQUISITIONS TO THE CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART COLLECTION

Major works of art have recently entered the collections of The Cleveland Museum of Art.

Taken as a whole," Director Robert P. Bergman says, "the new acquisitions mirror the richness and

range of the Museum’s holdings, which have earned the admiration of the international art world."

Additions to the Contemporaiy Collection

Over the last 12 months, the Musemn has acquired four significant contemporary works, Sol

LeWitt’s sculpture, 24C, being the most recent. This tall complex structure is one of a series he

began in 1962 and has continued for thirty years, exploring the almost limitless possibilities of serial

imagery in his fascination with the Minimal and Conceptual movements. In this 1991 piece, LeWitt

starts with a cube about five inches square and repeats it in a spiraling stair-step lattice structure

that reaches a height of nine and one-half feet. In 1987 LeWitt designed a temporary wall drawing

in a Museum gallery, but this is his first sculpture to enter the permanent collection.

Early in 1994, the Museum bought one of James Rosenquist’s imposing and provocative

paintings from a much-discussed series. Gift Wrapped Doll. Rosenquist explores ideas about painting

itself at the same time that he explores common objects in contemporary American life for their

symbolism. The ordinary doll face is covered with clear plastic, which distorts the doll’s features,

catches light (including reflections in the artist’s studio), and in an unsettling fashion makes the

miniature bland face seem to feel and display emotion.

Jasper Johns’s Usuyuki, announced in September, 1993, and Francesco Clemente’s Oblation,

announced in December, 1993, echo the rich inspiration both artists find in Asian art, for which the

Museiun collections are especially renowned, t/jiryu/cf—whose patterns repeated across vertical

panels evoke the path of spiral motion across a flat plane-was first shown here in the Japanese

Screen Room and now hangs in the Museum’s new contemporary galleries, adding its Zen-like

serenity and mystery to abstract works around it. Oblation depicts a partial male figure in a strange

Yoga position and silhouettes of animals, bound together in a composition whose bold red
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background and absence of perspective severely reduce space. He has incorporated images and ideas from

Indian religions, specifically the sacred harmony humans can achieve with the animal world, and has chosen a

title which means, in any religious tradition, a reverential offering.

Both the Rosenquist and the Clemente are the first paintings by those artists to enter the Museum

collection.

Later Western Painting and Sculpture

Abraham Bloemaert (1566-1651) was one of the most influential Dutch artists of the early 17th

century, affecting the development of Italianate landscape and Caravaggist painting among northern

European painters. An early painting, Charity, from about 1590, is a fresh work full of innovation and the

force of youth. Its color and gesture are remarkably intense for Netherlandish painting and probably

represent Bloemaert’s self-conscious attempt to rival the best of Italian art. The new painting, oil on oak

panel, is an important addition to the Museum’s collection of Mannerist works; it complements a small,

finely detailed copper panel by Joachim Wtewael, a contemporary of Bloemaert. One of its most notable

elements is a shifting perspective: some gestures are seen from sharply below, suggesting that the pictme was

meant to hang fairly high. It may have been meant for a Catholic institution, as Bloemaert was a devout

Catholic who painted several important altarpieces. His Charity combines a Roman legend with traditional

representations of the Virgin and Child. (A chalk drawing by Bloemaert, also recently acquired, will be

included in the special fall exhibition of prints, drawings, and photographs; see attached release.)

A white marble relief sculpture, by the English artist Alexander Munro (1825-1871), conveys the

emotional intensity characteristic of Pre-Raphaelite art. Though Munro was never a member of the Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood, he was well acquainted with several of its members and they strongly influenced

him. The first English sculptme of the mid-19th century to enter the collection, this relief will be of

particular interest when the special exhibition of Pre-Raphaelite work from the Birmingham (England)

Museum comes to Cleveland in the summer of 1995 (May 31-July 16).

African, Ancient, Pre-Columbian, and Textile Collections

A Malinke mask from Mali represents the fascinating but little-studied fusion of two religious

traditions: this people of sub-Saharan Africa had long contact with the Muslims of North Africa, and

adopted Islam while retaining their own traditional male initiation ceremonies. A beaded belt and cap and a
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carved pottery bowl from Zaire’s Kuba kingdom bring prized craftsmanship, as well as royal ceremonial

objects, into the collection.

From a late 6th- or early 5th-century BC Greek colony in southern Italy comes a terra cotta plaque,

probably a decoration for a coffin or other tomb. On its face is the Gorgon Medusa, whose single look

turned any comer to stone, a perfect funerary guardian. On the reverse is an exceedingly rare, perhaps

unique, freehand drawing of a dancing satyr, as spirited as its subject. From a less precise ancient place and

time-anywhere from Italy to the eastern Mediterranean, late 4th or early 3rd centuries BC—comes a glagg

perfume bottle. An unusual acquisition for Cleveland, which takes into account the excellent glass holdings

in the nearby Toledo and Coming museums, the bottle fits Cleveland’s criteria: among the finest and largest

of its type, it compares favorably with the two best related glass vessels in the British Museum, the world’s

most extensive collection of ancient glass.

Sculpture Pair. Seated Maya Ruler and Seated Deity are the finest additions to the Pre-Columbian

collection in many years. One of this handsome pair of 4th-century ceramic effigy figures is a young man,

probably a ruler or prince. The other, imprecedented among Maya sculptures, is a deity, with a human body,

a serpent-tail, and a grotesque face. Both figures, remarkably, retain much of their original sculptural detail

and painted decoration.

Within the past decade, the Museum has assembled one of the two finest collections of early Central

Asian and Chinese textiles in the West. A complete and finely embroidered silk pendant, which was created

to hang as an ornament in a Buddhist temple and has been preserved in a Buddhist monastery in Tibet, has

just been acquired. It dates from around 1400, the period following the overthrow of the Yuan (Mongol)

Dynasty, when few textiles could survive.

Recent Acquisitions: Prints, Drawings, Photographs. Additions to these collections in 1993 and 1994 will be

exhibited together m a special show opening on September 13, 1994, and running through Thanksgiving

weekend, closmg on November 27, 1994. A separate release is attached.
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